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With an estimated 450 gigatons of carbon (Gt C), plants represent by far the
most important kingdom of life on Earth, followed by bacteria (70 Gt C),
whereas animals contribute only 2 Gt C to the approximately 550 Gt C of
total life biomass [1]. In the light of such data, plant science appears to be
drastically underappreciated by the public, by politicians, and by funding
agencies.
Plant biotechnology has enormous potential in our modern world, for a wide
spectrum of beneficial applications. These include improving food security;
combating climate change; bioremediation of polluted or contaminated soil
and water; provision of secondary metabolites for nutraceutical, pharmaceutical and industrial purposes; making recombinant proteins for use as
vaccines and therapeutics, and antibodies for human, animal and diagnostic
use. The plants used for these purposes include cereals, root crops, tobacco
and mosses, and cultured cells; they may be grown in the field, in glasshouses, growth chambers or bioreactors, at scales ranging from many
hectares down to the laboratory bench.
The potential benefits of modern plant biotechnology are manifold, and very
wide-ranging. Biofortified or drought-resistant crop plants could benefit the
poorest of communities, while plant-produced vaccines and antibodies
could bring effective disease control to subsistence communities throughout
developing countries — and novel and niche vaccines and therapies to
everyone, and to their domestic and farm animals. Synthetic biology and
precise gene-editing technologies could revolutionize plant breeding and
genome engineering, to the point where conventional genetic manipulation
techniques are totally superseded, and the term ‘GMOs’ becomes obsolete.
More fundamentally, improving photosynthesis and other metabolic tweaks
could lead to long-term benefits that could greatly influence crop yields and
production efficiencies — on this planet, and even beyond it as plants are
used for oxygenation, for food and for chemicals, aboard spacecraft.
The applications of plant biotechnology should also be universal, with all
countries both participating in the science, and benefitting from the results.
This is especially urgent right now, with the spectre of long-term climate
change affecting all crop production, and particularly in marginal agricultural
areas in Africa and in Asia.
This special collection of articles spans a wide range of modern and in
particular molecular plant biotechnology, ranging from cutting-edge applications of synthetic biology and gene editing, to improving photosynthesis,
through ‘molecular farming’ or the production of high-value biologics in
plants, to environmental release of genome-edited plants. The editors have
endeavored to obtain articles from as wide a geographical range as possible,
and particularly from as diverse as possible a range of authors.
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Metje-Sprink et al. [16] discuss the status of genome-edited plants in the
field, with a focus on the regulatory hurdles for such GE plants in application, especially in Europe. Schindele et al. [17] describe the power and
limitations of CRISPR/Cas technology in modern plant breeding, and how it
can speed up development from bench to application. Roell and Zurbriggen
[12] reviews the status of synthetic biology and provides an outlook on how
these technologies can improve agriculture and nutrition in the future.
Rischer et al. [5] notice that a major disruption of agriculture and food
production is inevitable in the light of climate change and a growing human
population, and discuss perspectives as to how the production of food and
sustainable materials can benefit from cellular agriculture. Streich et al. [2]
explore whether or not exascale plant biology and artificial intelligence can
deliver on sustainable development goals.
A fair proportion of the articles cover the field of plant-made pharmaceuticals, also known as plant molecular farming. Here, Murad et al. [11] discuss
molecular farming for low and middle income countries, while Tsekoa et al.
[7] from South Africa detail efforts in molecular farming for therapies and
vaccines in Africa. Sainsbury [9] discusses how innovation in transient
protein expression is applied to infectious disease prevention. De Greve
et al. [6] describe how recombinant camelid monoclonal antibodies made in
plants provide new opportunities for passive immunization of livestock,
while Dent and Matoba [8] review plant-made anti-cancer biologics and
Tremouillaux-Guiller et al. [3] look at plant-made HIV multiepitopic
vaccines. In the ongoing efforts to improve yield and purity of plant-made
pharmaceuticals, Schiermeyer [15] critically discusses different strategies for
optimizing molecular farming product quality in a variety of plant expression
systems, while Jutras et al. [10] focus on proteases of Nicotiana benthamiana:
an emerging battle for molecular farming. This focus is timely, as an
increasing number of plant biotechnologists use the tobacco relative N.
benthamiana for production of recombinant proteins through transient
expression.
Napier and Sayanova [4] review the exciting and emerging area of enhancing
nutritional value of plants, clearly a huge area in securing global food
security, covered in ‘Nutritional enhancement in plants — green and
greener’. Wichmann et al. [14] explore the area of green algal hydrocarbon
metabolism as an exceptional source of sustainable chemicals, again with
huge importance for future sustainability. This also links nicely with the
review on mosses in biotechnology by Decker and Reski [13], who cover a
variety of applications from climate change, air quality control, secondary
metabolites to molecular farming for rare human diseases.
We are thankful to all colleagues who submitted their manuscripts or
reviews of manuscripts for this issue, and hope that all articles in this
collection are broadly appreciated, both in the scientific community and
more widely in public forums.
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